THE SPIRIT OF THE SPECULATOR

STOCKS ARE GOIN' UP! I'M GONNA BUY SOME MORE!

FAITH

JULY STOCKS BOOM

HOPE

SEPT. STOCKS SAG

-AND CHARITY

RET. - NOV. STOCKS CRASH!

WHEN-- I HOPE THE MARKET DOESN'T GO ANY LOWER.

HERE! TAKE 'EM, SOMEBODY!! TAKE 'EM AT YOUR OWN PRICE!!

FROM THE TRIBUNE'S COLUMNS

65 YEARS AGO TODAY

NOVEMBER 15, 1864.
NEW YORK.—Apart from the rebel intelligence that Gen. Hood is march-

VOICE OF THE PEOPLE
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SCARING THE VILLAGERS.
Oak Park, Ill., Nov. 11.—For years I have heard this town called the village of Oak Park, but never until today did I realize the extent of its dangers. The recent events have shown that Oak Park is a veritable fortress of safety, protected by a strong and brave population.

POLISH NAMES.
Chicago, Nov. 13.—I noted in the Voice of the People the complaint of Nina Kobrynski regarding the mispro-